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Abstract

It is simple in concept: variables declared with 'const' added become constants and cannot be altered by the program. However it is also used to budge in a substitute for one of the missing features of C++ and there it gets horribly complicated and sometimes frustratingly restrictive.

32.1 Const iterators

As we've already seen, in order to enforce const, C++ requires that const functions return only const pointers and references. Since iterators can also be used to modify the underlying collection, when an STL collection is declared const, then any iterators used over the collection must be const iterators. They're just like normal iterators, except that they cannot be used to modify the underlying data. (Since iterators are a generalization of the idea of pointers, this makes sense.)

Const iterators in the STL are simple enough: just append "const_" to the type of iterator you desire. For instance, we could iterator over a vector as follows:

```cpp
std::vector<int> vec;
vec.push_back( 3 );
vec.push_back( 4 );
vec.push_back( 8 );
```